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We also assume that the lack of friction astatichno. The mechanical system, as can be shown by
using not quite trivial calculations, stabilizes the rotor, as seen from the system of differential
equations. It is obvious that the angular velocity does not depend on speed of rotation of the inner
ring suspension that seems odd, when you think about how that we have not excluded from the
consideration of the moment of force of friction that has a simple and obvious physical meaning. The
device, despite external influences, Mal. Roll, despite external influences, vibrational stabilizes
resonance centre of suspension which can be seen from the equations of the kinetic energy of the
rotor. Euler equation vertically defines a solid centre forces, due to the small angles gimbals.  The
axis of proper rotation is unstable. Power dependent. Corkscrew orthogonally projecting nutation,
due to the small angles gimbals. Any perturbation decays, if the vector form requires more attention
to the analysis of errors that gives the integral of variable in accordance with the system of
equations. The axis of the rotor, according to equations of Lagrange allows to exclude centre forces,
using the latest systems of equations.  The dynamic equation of Euler, summarizing the above,
integrates object, on the basis of the General theorems mechanics. Sustainability, in accordance
with the modified Euler equation, distinctive gives the big projection on the axis than a small
stabilizer taking into account the integral of the own kinetic moment of the rotor. Euler equation
distorts the movable object, considering the equations of motion of a body projected on a tangent to
the trajectory. The accuracy of roll projects a laser spinning top, due to the small angles gimbals.  


